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English 4  Progress Test 1, Units 1 and 2
Macmillan

Name: _______________________________

Part 1 

The story of Bonfire night
In 1605, a group of men decided to blow up the Houses of Parliament in London. They wanted to kill 
the King and his followers. They hid 36 barrels of gunpowder under the Houses of Parliament. On 
the night of 5th November, one of the men, called Guy Fawkes, went down to the cellar to light the 
gunpowder and destroy Parliament. However, the King had heard about the plot. Just as Guy Fawkes 
was about to light the gunpowder, the King’s men ran into the cellar and stopped him. To celebrate 
the safety of the King, people lit bonfires all over London. 
 Today, people still celebrate 5th November. They build large fires in fields or big gardens. The 
bonfire is set alight and there is usually an amazing firework display. When the fire is burning, a 
‘guy’ is thrown on top of the fire and everyone watches it burn. The guy is a model of Guy Fawkes 
which is made out of old clothes which are filled with newspaper or straw.

1. Read the text. Number the sentences in order.   /5 

a. The King’s men stopped Guy Fawkes. ____

b. Some men planned to kill the King. ____

c. People in London lit bonfires. ____

d. They put gunpowder under the houses of Parliament. ____

e. Guy Fawkes tried to light the gunpowder. ____

2. Tick ✓ the best meaning for each word.   /5 

Example: guy a firework  a model of a man. ✓ a man   

a. blow up destroy  breathe in  enter 

b. bonfire a fire outside  a fire in the house  a beautiful fire 

c. barrel a person  a room  a container 

d. a cellar a fire  a room  a gun 

e. a plot a fire  a loud noise  a secret plan 
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Part 2

1. Choose the best verb to complete each sentence.   /5

went  took  was  stopped  saw  said

Example: The fire engine stopped outside the house. 

a. The fire __________________ very hot and frightening.

b. The firefighters __________________ into the room.

c. They __________________ a woman in the room.

d. The woman __________________ , ‘Help!’.

e. The firefighters __________________ the woman down a ladder.

2. What were the people doing? Complete each sentence with the correct form of 

the verbs in the box.   /5

feed  climb  play  run  eat  drive

Example: He was running for the bus.  

a. He ____________________________ ice cream. 

b. They ____________________________ to the shops. 

c. She ____________________________ an elephant. 

d. The man ____________________________ a tree. 

e. They ____________________________ football.
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Part 3 

1. Read the notes about a fire engine. Answer the questions.   /10

Fire Engine    Job: fight fires  Water: 1,800 litres 

Ladders: 5  Number of hoses: 2   Weight: 13 tonnes

People: 6 firefighters  Speed: 112kph Cost: £200,000

Example: What does a fire engine do? 

A fire engine fights fires. 

a. How much water does a fire engine hold?

________________________________________________________ 

b. How many ladders has a fire engine got?

________________________________________________________ 

c. What does a fire engine weigh?

________________________________________________________ 

d. How fast does a fire engine go?

________________________________________________________ 

e. How many firefighters does a fire engine take?

________________________________________________________ 


